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E. has held her current role as an English and Film Studies Teacher at an independent secondary school 

for four years. She is also a Foster Carer for Oxfordshire County Council, and she specialises in care for 

teenagers. E. tells us that prior to securing her teaching position she worked as a personal assistant for 10 

months out of financial necessity.  

E. has always wanted to be a Foster Carer. However in order to do this she needed experience with 

teenagers. So the opportunity to teach was convenient and came at the right time for her. E. tells us that 

her career is not heavily guided by financial incentives or job stability but that she would like to work in what 

interests her. She suggests that she may leave her teaching position in the next couple of years in order to 

pursue creative projects.  

E’s PhD examined identity and form in alternative comics between 1967 and 2007. She feels that her PhD 

was desirable for her roles, that it developed transferable skills and that it gives her credibility with key 

stakeholders. E. has not been required to gain further qualifications in addition to her PhD but her 

experience in teaching teenagers allowed her to fulfil her ambition of foster caring. Her PhD training helped 

to develop the transferable skills she uses in her current role, which include teaching and organisational 

skill. While writing her PhD, E. gained valuable teaching experience by teaching undergraduates. E. 

explains that this involved learning how to make complex information easier to understand. More broadly, 

E. tells us that her PhD enhanced her ability to ‘manage a project and organise my time effectively. And it 

definitely improved my writing.’  

Since graduating E. has secured employment by searching for adverts on online job sites. She believes 

that a lack of focus and direction meant that she secured two of her roles in a ‘rather haphazard, unplanned 

way.’ While at UCL E. took part in Graduate School training activities which included development of 

research, computing and teaching skills. She found the training in computing particularly practical.  
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When asked to reflect on her career to date and what advice she would give to those considering the 

prospect of a PhD, E. explains how choosing the appropriate supervisor and making a conscious effort to 

stay ‘sane’ will be a great help. ‘Working on one project for three years can drive you insane, so figure out 

what will keep you sane, and do that regularly.’ E. believes your supervisor can have a ‘huge impact on 

your life.’ She also feels that she had an excellent supervisor, with whom she had a great relationship. E. 

advises you to ‘choose a supervisor you trust and get along with, even if this means choosing a less 

prestigious institution or department.’ 
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